
From: Gary S. Gevisser 
Sent: Saturday, October 27, 2007 8:05 PM 
To: Anonymous  
Subject: RE: Gary 
 
Hello to you. 
 
Only interested as it may apply to what we are doing at just3ants.com. 
 
You should take a very deep breath and think about how you could make ends meet while 
bringing all the people you know together including your pals who attended Harvard who should 
be able to follow what I just sent a David Charles of Harvard titled, “Your anger is misplaced”. 
 
Below is an email Adam Tucker, my one American programmer sent his relatives. It should also 
help you. 
 

From: Adam Tucker [mailto:ajmco2@yahoo.com]  
Sent: Saturday, October 27, 2007 6:09 PM 
To: Relatives 
Subject: Salvation for the Ostrich 
 
Collapse of US Dollar (Publish 12/2006) - No bank wants to be the last one holding US T-
Bills 
http://www.worldnetdaily.com/news/article.asp?ARTICLE_ID=53311 
 
Dollar Hits New Record Low 
http://biz.yahoo.com/ap/071026/dollar.html?.v=3 
 
CA Foreclosure Records 
http://www.reuters.com/article/businessNews/idUSN2637340220071026?feedType=RSS
&feedName=businessNews&rpc=23&sp=true 
 
Gold reaches 28 year high 
http://www.forbes.com/markets/feeds/afx/2007/09/28/afx4167171.html  
 
Diamonds for Hitler  
http://www.edwardjayepstein.com/diamond/chap9.htm 
 
The American Conspiracy 
http://www.edwardjayepstein.com/diamond/chap18.htm 
 
John Loftus Esq. - Former U.S.J.D. Prosecutor - Reports on Bush Family's Nazi ties 
http://www.john-loftus.com/bushharriman.asp 
 
Please read the above links before asking me what or why I am focusing on 
just3ants.com versus anything else. Once read, if you still have questions about why, 
then I ask that you direct them to me via email so that we may have an open dialogue. 
Talk is cheap, put your words in writing and stand by what you have to say. 
 
I am working with Gary Gevisser in an apprenticeship, learning more about business than 
I ever learned in macro or micro economics or around the dinner table during our many 
family gatherings. 
 
In December of 2004 when gold was priced $347/oz, Gary went public in forecasting 
gold’s rise based upon what he was observing. His forecast doesn't mean all that much 
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until you look at Gary ’s history and the history of gold which for the previous 25 years 
had been relatively static in comparison to its 28 year high which it has been eclipsing 
daily. 
 
The Golden Rule, “He who has the gold, makes the rules!”, has been around since 
biblical times, and there is no reason for us to think that we have risen above it. 
 
We are worse than arrogant, and it is time that we realize that we are causing more 
damage globally by our regime change military machine, than we are helping with us 
sharing the "American way of life".  
  
Before you say, “The truth is irrelevant” and all that counts is what is happening now; just 
think if we are such benevolent rulers of OUR free world, then why did we go into 
Vietnam, Korea, Iran, or Cuba and yet we left the South African Apartheid Regime alone 
for over 45 years; A 45 year period during which our most racist, most brutal regime 
slaughtered and repressed tens of millions of blacks which made up some 90% of the 
population.  
  
The reason that we did nothing should not a be a surprise; individual bankers such as JP 
Morgan and Charles Engelhard through Companies like ‘Engelhard Minerals and 
Chemicals’, were busy stealing natural resources from South Africa like platinum which 
as an example, was passed into law as a required metal in catalytic converters for all US 
vehicles in 1975, some 4 years after American Charles Engelhard who most people 
believe was Jewish, was buried in St. Mary’s Abby Church, in Morris Town, NJ; this mafia 
of mafia kingpin’s funeral attended by Senator Ted Kennedy, former President Johnson 
and Vice President Humphrey. 
 
How can any of you not help but feel like hypocrites while watching genocides happen in 
real time around the world, knowing full well that the world, including American Jews, 
turned a blind eye to the Holocaust not much more than 50 years ago and then to the 
even bigger holocaust that took place in South Africa because Jewish people having 
gotten once again so very comfortable, professed when donning their yamikas and going 
to their synagogues to ask for forgiveness on Yom Kippur,  

 
“If there was not a Black problem in South Africa there would be a Jewish 
problem!”.  

 
Now let’s talk about your pocket books and my pocket book. 
 
Where is all the gold and other precious minerals stolen from South Africa which we “paid 
for” with our military mite? 
 
We know from Chapter 18, of The Diamond Invention, titled, The American Conspiracy 
that some of it ended up in Hong Kong and from there where do you think the crooks 
amongst US had our bribes shipped? 
 
If this is all getting a little too “close to home”, what are your thoughts on the following not 
so Top Secret Israeli Military Report that states emphatically: 

 
Immediately following the 2008 summer Olympics in China; Al Quaida will 
launch a series of attacks on the oil fields in Saudi Arabia , Kuwait , and 
Qatar , which will immediately paralyze the United States economy. 

 
Remember it is not just what is said but what is not said including how easy it would be to 



have OUR Al Quaida ALREADY sunk a super oil tanker heading north, south, east or 
west. 
 
On Wednesday, October 24th, Gary opened up a “dialogue” with the Israeli embassy in 
Washington DC, specifically the office of the Israeli Defense Attaché to now have Israel 
officially explain its once again, ingenious actions that few would argue is one hell of a 
shot across the bow of the US. 
  
There is not today an intelligence agency in the world who is unaware of what exactly 
Gary Gevisser is currently doing as well as his very “open book” past, that few could 
argue is also rather extraordinary, perhaps very significantly more than his mother Zena 
Gevisser who is today, just like the most senior members of Israeli Military Intelligence, 
not talking. 
 
The most lethal intelligence gathering institute in the world has put us on notice. 
 
And the fact that Al Quaida has not attacked our oil sources in Saudi Arabia , Qatar , 
Kuwait , or Venezuela , is not exactly a miracle, considering it would mean biting the 
hand that feeds them through the house of Saud.  
 
Now look at the attached photo showing Roosevelt who turned away the SS St. Louis 
and Ibn Saud on board a US destroyer right after the Yalta Conference that took place 
two days following the Soviet Red Army liberating Auschwitz on February 2nd, 1945 
should have chills going up on your spines; bearing also in mind that without DeBeers 
diamond drilling bits it would make drilling for oil next to impossible. 
 
An attack made by anyone on any super tanker let alone an oil field, would paralyze our 
economy and our military, especially when considering the unbelievably fragile state of 
the capital and financial markets, all dependant on “good news”. 
 
Just the fact that our Achilles heel has been exposed should let you know that whether it 
is Al Quaida, Israel, Iran, China, North Korea, or anyone our days as King of the Hill are 
numbered. 
 
The Bible warns of the repercussions of worshipping false idols, yet we have built a value 
system around money, and have included people willing to murder over it. The Bible gave 
us simple rules to follow in order to maintain balance, yet we compromise those rules and 
that balance when we compromise our values and character for financial gain, self 
preservation, or the protection of our family. 
 
Now to hell with the Bible, since I don’t see any of us “making out” like bandits selling 
anything once the so bought and paid for media feel they have no choice but to comment 
on the “deafening silence” of Israeli Military Intelligence who understand perfectly well the 
extraordinary “footprint” Gary has on the Internet. 
 
Go ahead and do a Google search with my name alongside Gary Gevisser. 
 
You can all justify your lack of actions to me or others, but how will you justify it to 
yourself? Money and material things come and go, but our decisions define us. 
 
I know full well, what I am walking away from, and what hands I am "biting" in the 
process, but it is because I could not live with making any other decision. Not now, 
knowing what I know. 
 
What I don't know, is when I am going to die, but I do know that I am not going to wait 
until I have a comfortable bank account before I start questioning how I can leave a 



positive foot print since with or without me Gary Gevisser’s very credible “footprint” will 
increase. You are being dishonest with yourself if you believe that donating money or 
volunteering at a temple will make an impact given the state of the HEAVILY CORRUPT 
INSITUTIONS beginning with Jewish synagogues, whose rabbis have failed miserably to 
speak out against DeBeers and their role in diamond cutting and distribution.  
 
Today, upon reading this, you are officially put on notice; ignorance is no longer an 
excuse for your lack of action. Ignorance will no longer be blissful. 
 
You are all resourceful people that can consciously choose your actions. Now that you 
have the knowledge you have one of two options; you can support me with your time and 
money in helping stop De Beers from being the world's allocator of natural resources. Or, 
you can watch your money in the bank and the value of your properties become 
worthless as the world as we know it, collapse around us. 
 
If you believe that this is just another down cycle, then I ask you to explain how you think 
we are going to recover from our declining dollar without collapsing it? 
 
Who but US is going to loan us money by buying our T-Bills? They don't seem like a wise 
investment at this time.  
 
As of late 2006, China began diversifying their portfolio, and divesting their 
unprecedented $1 Trillion US T-Bills away from our currency. Without a gold standard our 
money is not worth the paper or metals that it is printed on. 
 
Knowledge is power, but if you chose to ignore the knowledge, it will destroy you. 
 
One of the great things that I have learned about Judaism is that once a person changes 
for the better, it is a sin to remind them from where they came. 
 
I have been told by many of you that, "you have to help yourself before you can help 
others." This statement sounds nice and fun to repeat, but it becomes nonsense once a 
person's basic needs have been met, which is the case  for all of you. 
 
To make things clear, I am not looking to live a life of poverty, but I am also not going to 
wait until I have "enough", because as you have all proven in one way or another by your 
lack of actions,  "enough" is never enough. 
 
Why should I not be in your faces right now? You have all certainly been in mine, telling 
me how I should live my life and most quick to judge me for it. 
 
I do not want to talk with anyone that wants to keep secrets and or is afraid to stand by 
what they say. Choose your words wisely, and put them in writing. There are no more 
secrets.  
 
just3ants.com - will soon allow for donations as well as dialogue through a message 
board. In the interim, please feel free to have a dialogue via the following email 
addresses:  
 
Adam - ajmco2@yahoo.com 
Gary Gevisser - gevisser@sbcglobal.net 
 
If I am not for myself, who will be? If I am only for myself, what am I? 
And if not now, when?  ~Hillel 

http://just3ants.com/


 
Adam L Tucker  
  

 
 

 
From: Anonymous 
Sent: Saturday, October 27, 2007 7:48 PM 
To: gevisser@sbcglobal.net 
Subject: Gary 
 
Hello, 
  
Are you interested in Electronic Retail ? Yes or No ? 
  
You know …as I am his son … please answer the question between you and I and 
possibly discuss the matter down the road ? ok ? 
  
Thanks, 
  
T 
 


